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Girl I know we been waiting, waiting
So much anticipation but
We young and foolish
And if we do this
We might regret it all
And I know we be doing all that kissing and hugging
(Touching and rubbing)
And yeah it's so good
And I know that there's something on both our minds
But maybe we should take our time

We can take it slow, slow, no girl
We don't gotta take this thing all the way
We can take it slow, slow down
Baby we can wait, it's gonna be great
If we take it slow
We don't gotta rush girl
Take it slow
Don't rush the love
Take it slow

Say we been going for a while now
And it feels like we're ready babe
It's gettin kinda heavy babe
We should hold up, slow down
I don't wanna rush you but you making it hard for me
To keep my cool when I'm with you
The way you look girl
Got me so sure girl
And there's something on both of our minds
Maybe we should take our time

We can take it slow, slow, no girl
We don't gotta take this thing all the way
We can take it slow, slow down
Baby we can wait, it's gonna be great
If we take it slow
We don't gotta rush girl
Take it slow
Don't rush the love
Take it slow
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I've been patiently waiting
And I think until I can't take(?)
And I know it's gonna be the greatest feeling
But I think we gonna have to wait

We can take it slow, slow, no girl
We don't gotta take this thing all the way
We can take it slow, slow down
Baby we can wait, it's gonna be great
If we take it slow
We don't gotta rush girl
Take it slow
Don't rush the love
Take it slow
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